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Paired sales analysis grid

This video looks at the sales comparison method that appraisers use as the primary method of valuing real estate. A few assessment terms used in the video are: Sales Comparison Approach A comparative approach to value that assesses the sale of similar or replacement properties and related market
data and establishes a value estimate of processes involving comparison. In general, a property (a commercial property) is assessed with the sale of similar properties that have been processed in the open market. Entries and offers can also be considered. A general way of estimating a value indication
for personal property or a stake in personal property, using one or more methods comparing the subject to similar properties or to ownership interests in similar properties. This approach to valuation of personal property depends on Valuer's market knowledge and experience, as well as recorded data on
comparable elements. Adjustments Mathematical changes to basic data to facilitate comparison or understanding. When dollar adjustments are applied, individual differences between comparable and subject characteristics are expressed in the form of plus or minus dollar amounts; with percentage
adjustments, individual differences are reflected in plus or minus percentage differences. Pard data analysis A quantitative technique used to identify and measure adjustments to the sale prices or rental prices of comparable properties; To use this technique, selling or rental data on almost identical



properties is analyzed to isolate and estimate a single characteristic effect on value or rent. Often referred to as the pair sales analysis. Adjustment grid A table used to view comparable data and facilitate adjustment of differences in comparison elements. Comparable An abbreviated period for
corresponding property sales, rental or operating expenses used for comparison in the valuation process. In the best possible use, what is compared should be specified, such as comparable sales, comparable properties, comparable rental prices. All definitions taken from: Appraisal Institute, The
Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 5th oath. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2010). If you have any questions or comments, please leave them in the comments section below. Aloha, Chris One or a few matching couples are hardly conclusive evidence of a market trend. Matched couples are wrong as on
technique and essentially meaningless because they can achieve any result you want them to by simply searching for a couple that supports your desired conclusion. There is always a treat in litigation consultation/support to get a roofer on the other side using the couple sale to prove an idiotic (inflated
or deflated) adjustment and then pair his or her other sale for the same component or other components. Many years ago, when I did my stories to serve my previous SRA and IFA designations, I used housing in Levittown (NY) for my subject characteristics. I had to go through many dozens of in each
case to come up with two that could prove a given adjustment. This was in a vast sea of originally identical homes, probably so ideally a comp pool that could be desired. While pair sales can be abused/manipulated, my primary objection to them is that they represent only two random indications from a
very imperfect market that more often than not is meaningless. I did not make up my demo report analogy. In both cases, in an extremely homogonous market, I had to test in excess of 50 almost identical (in all but one or two significant differences) pairs to find one that supposedly proved any adjustment
result that was not absurd ... Unfortunately, the couple assumes sales analysis a much more efficient marketplace than what exists in the real world, and there lies the fundamental flaw in this method. Pronounced differently, it assumes that all market participants see all components (to value) equal with
similar expectations and motivations that also rarely exist. People buy what they buy for many different reasons (motivations). Many times they buy despite a feature that has no special value or use for them. Almost all home purchases involve a certain degree of settlement for a number of factors that
often cannot be quantified. I personally try to find sales that have as much resemblance to the subject as possible and keep very subjective adjustments to a minimum. I spent many years as a realtor (before and during the first years of my assessment practice) and nothing has been more useful to me
than observing market participants reaction and their desire to pay for or not pay for various items ... I spend quite a lot of time on each mission talking to homeowners or buyers and probing them about their likes, dislikes and desires. I always ask about the cost of recent improvements and significant
facilities. I ask if various features influenced their decision to buy. I have many Realtor friends that I often use as a sounding board when I come across something atypical. I wish the industry would separate itself from pard sales analysis. It is an outdated and incorrect method that has no statistical validity
and carries no cognizant relationship with the market. my 2 cts ... When choosing from many different options, how do you decide on the best way forward? This is especially challenging if your choices are quite different from each other, if the decision criteria are subjective, or if you don't have objective
data to use for your decision. Pared comparison analysis helps you figure out the relative importance of a variety of different options - the classic case of comparing apples with oranges. In this article and video, we explore how you can use The Couple Comparison Analysis to make decisions. Click here
to see a transcript of this video. About comparing tool pairs (also known as Comparison in pairs) helps you determine the importance of a variety of options compared to one This makes it easy to choose the main problem to solve, or to choose the solution that will be most effective. It also helps you set
priorities where there are conflicting requirements for your assets. The tool is especially useful when you don't have objective data to use to make your decision. It is also an ideal tool to use to compare different, subjective options, for example, where you need to determine the relative importance of
qualifications, skills, experience and teamwork when hiring people for a new role. Such decisions are often much harder to make than, for example, comparing three similar IT systems, where Decision Matrix Analysis or some form of financial analysis can help you decide. How to use the To use technique
tool, download our free spreadsheet, and then follow these six steps: Make a list of all the options you want to compare. Assign each option a letter (A, B, C, D, and so on) and note this down. Select the options as both the row and column headings in the worksheet. This is so that you can compare
options with each other. On the table, the cells where you want to compare an option with themselves are blocked. The cells on the table where you want to duplicate a comparison are also blocked. This ensures that you make each comparison only once. In each of the blank cells, compare the option in
the row with the option in the column. Determine which of the two options is most important, and write down the letter for the most important option in the cell. Score the difference in meaning between the options, running from zero (no difference/ same meaning) to, for example, three (big difference / one
much more important than the other.) Finally, consolidate the results by adding the values for each of the options. You may want to convert these values to a percentage of the total score. Use common sense and adjust the results manually if necessary. For example, a philanthropist chooses between
several different nonprofits that request funding. To maximize the effect, she just wants to contribute to some of these, and she has the following options: An overseas development project. A local education project. A testament to her university. Disaster relief. First, she prepares the Par Analysis table in
Figure 1. Figure 1 - Example compiled comparison analysis table (not filled in): A: Overseas Development B: Local Educational C: University D: Disaster Relief A: Overseas Development B: Local Educational C: University D: Disaster Relief Then she compares options, writes down the letter of the most
important option, and scores their difference in importance to her. Figure 2 illustrates this step in the process. Figure 2 - Example combined comparison analysis table (filled in): A: Overseas development B: Local education C: University D: Disaster Relief A: Overseas Development A, 2 C, 1 A, 1 B: Local
Education C, 1 B, 1 University C, 2 D: Disaster Disaster Finally, she adds up the A, B, C, and D values and converts each to a percentage of the total. These calculations provide the following totals: A = 3 (37.5 percent). B = 1 (12.5 percent). C = 4 (50 percent). D = 0. Here she decides to make a will to her
university (C) and to allocate some funds for overseas development (A). Pared comparison analysis is useful for weighing up the relative importance of different options. It is especially useful where the priorities are not clear, where the options are completely different, where the evaluation criteria are
subjective, or where they compete in importance. The tool provides a framework for comparing each option against everyone else, and helps to show the difference in importance between factors. Download worksheet worksheet worksheets
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